KICKSTART™
HIGH SURROUND APPROVAL FORM

This form is also available online at www.IndianaFurniture.com on the KickStart product page.

Not all standard fabrics are suitable for all of our products. This is due to the range of stretch across textiles and the application and sewing techniques required to effectively upholster the various forms and features.

To ensure a proper fit and finish on the High Surround feature of our KickStart lounge models, we will require upholsteries to fit within a specific range of stretch. Further, fabric patterns and stripes are highly discouraged on the High Surround as they will result in alignment issues on the feature itself and with other sections of the overall model.

To make specification easier for you, we have pre-approved upholsteries for use on the High Surround feature. These are included on the Stinson Color Story Card and can be found at www.indianafurniture.com/textiles. They include:

- Ace (24 colorways) - GR3
- Blip (17 colorways) - GR3
- Bryant Park (15 colorways) - GR2
- Highlight (14 colorways) - GR3
- Inside Track (17 colorways) - GR3
- Pivot (15 colorways) - GR3
- Refraction (12 colorways) - GR3
- Shift (16 colorways) - GR3
- Sprint (19 colorways) - GR2

We recognize that special needs may arise and we are pleased to accommodate customer selections, as long as they are approved through the below process.

Note: if upholstery is customer’s own, a COM/COL Form will also need to be completed.

KICKSTART HIGH SURROUND APPROVAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Fill out the form below and attach a 6”x6” sample. Failure to complete this form and supply samples will delay the scheduling of the purchase order. Orders will not be scheduled and fabric should not be ordered until Indiana Furniture has verified usage and provided approval.

Dealer Name ___________________________ Phone ___________________________ Email ___________________________
Contact Person __________________________ City ___________________________ State __________ Zip __________
Mill/Supplier ___________________________ Pattern ___________________________ Color __________________________

Attach 6"x6" swatch to this form. Send completed form and fabric swatch to:

Indiana Furniture
Attn: Customer Service
1224 Mill Street
Jasper, IN 47546

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

☐ Approved ☐ Not Approved Signed: ___________________________ Date ____________
Indiana Furniture Production/Quality

Advise Dealer of Decision: ___________________________ Signed: ___________________________ CSR

Notes: ___________________________

140 KickStart